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Our boxes are tighter!
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Welcome to Highway Products, Incorporated
Since 1980, our mission has been to give our customers the best
products they can find anywhere.
Our roots came from building tool boxes for Semi Trucks. To last
in this industry you must use heavy gauge and bullet proof materials. We have carried our legendary quality into our other products
so you get the same Semi Truck tough products that we only know
how to build.
You will notice we make everything as user friendly as we can and
we don’t take short cuts. We back what we make with lifetime warranty’s on most of our products and 5 years on the others.
Please take a look at our brochure and see for yourself, we mean
what we say.
That’s the way it is and the way it will always be.

Gene Gros
President
Proudly made in
America
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Here’s a few custom products we’ve built our
customers. Lots more to see on our web site!
BLEED
SAFE ZONE
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Baskets & Gates

NEW!

Roll-up Doors

Law enforcement
trunk box
Aluminum Flatbed
More to see
on our web site
Semi Truck
Show Boxes
Houndsman
Dog Boxes

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
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Gull Wing Saddle Boxes
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World class!

As seen at SEMA (Society of Engineers and Manufactures Association) at the Las Vegas convention center, Light Truck & SUV, Restyling, Trucking Times, & Trailer Body Builders magazines.

Polished diamond plate
doors with mirror finished
face - Standard

If you are looking for the best, you found it! Highway Products is well
known for serious quality products. We refuse to build anything else!

We decided at the beginning that we would only build products we could be proud of and put great warranties on like the Lifetime Warranty our saddle boxes carry. To do this the materials had to be able to
hold up for a lifetime or we will be fixing or replacing them. Stainless Steel T-handle locks, oversized
stainless hinges, heavy gauge 1/8” marine grade aluminum, automotive grade weather stripping, and first
class engineering put this tool box in that “over the top” class.

Gull Wing tool box tray
has dividers and
easy carry handle.

Over-kill stainless steel
Rope hook tie-downs
hinge size 1/4” pin
standard
■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
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Lifetime
Warranty

User Friendly? You Bet!
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Our tapered lid design gives you lower entry to your cargo. Great
for high profile 4x4 rigs. Take the tray out for even better access.

Many new finishes available including powder coated black,
white, and the new Leopard style.
Call us for custom colors.

Above picture demonstrates how our user friendly
styled tapered lid design also allows you to carry
longer items like levels, tripods, shovels, etc.

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com
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Tough Saddle Boxes for
the Hard Working Man
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SAFE ZONE
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• Heavy gauge 1/8” aluminum
Construction.
• Stainless Steel piano hinges
• Semi truck type stainless locks
• Removable aluminum tool trays
• Lifetime warranty

egendary Highway Products
L
saddle boxes are preferred by

e’ve had customers tell us that our tool boxes have
W
outlasted their trucks - when they get a new truck they
just transfer the tool box. Some have said the tool box
was worth more that their old truck and the new owner
wouldn’t buy it without the Highway Products tool box.
Our boxes are really that tough and made in America.

contractors (and loved by the
rest of us) because they offer
easy access to tools, levels,
laser tripods, etc. Plenty of
room underneath for plywood
and longer items but not to high
where you can’t see out your
back window.
All our saddle boxes come with
lift-out aluminum tool trays (no
plastic) that allow you to take
your tools with you to the job
and we add battery operated
lights (optional for gull wing) for
those late night jobs.

Manufactured from heavy
gauge 1/8” marine grade
aluminum and a no-drill
mounting system.

All our pickup tool boxes come with a lifetime warranty and are made in the U.S.A.

Bottle opener - standard on single lid
boxes

Single lid - standard ■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
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Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

Lifetime
Warranty
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The “Leopard”
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ou’ll look like you’re on safari with this black powder coated beauty
Y
on your truck. (Shown with our Leopard headache rack) We call it the

Leopard because it has diamond plate spots. Take your average truck
and turn it into a “full sneak” slam on the brakes, cool looking rig that
also works like a champ. We caution you to be careful after you put
one of these babies on. You may have humans sneaking up on you
just to take a look.

new!

Highway
Products
has been
building
tool boxes
since 1980.
Our staff
are a proud
bunch and
enjoy building fine
products. They are very
well trained and can put together just about anything we throw
at them. Let us know if we can build
something special for you. We are good at
it and you will get a product that will work
hard for you.
More pictures
on web site

Special order any of our products in
white, black, yellow, red, or any color we
can get in powder coating or automotive
type paint.

Single lid divider tray
also has easy carry
■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy
the
whole
handle
- no
plastic
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

T- handle locks
Extra tough

www.highwayproducts.com
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Headache Racks
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toughen up your truck!

As seen in Truck’in’ Magazine & Adventure Highway TV program.

Highway Products headache racks not only give your truck a tough, rugged look, we tested these units with
a whopping 1200 pound load then jumped up and down on it! Buy them ready to go with caution lights of
all kinds, flag holders, trays, or wide load signs. (See our web site or call for more options) They are also
available with powder coatings, polished aluminum diamond plate, and mirror finish polished aluminum. We
make them for all trucks. Plus, we put our Lifetime Warranty on these units. Order one and see for yourself.
(Below headache rack features a full width tray.)

Lifetime
Warranty

Our grill design protects your rear window
from flying objects, knocks out the suns
rays, deflects the brightness of high-beam
lights from vehicles behind you, and gives
■ If you have a background image/color, your
it must
occupy
the look.
whole
truck
a tough
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
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Hi Preformance - Outstanding Looks
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The “Leopard”

New!

Now
you have a
choice between
our grill design and our
Lifetime
new open back rack. This
unit was designed for the newer
Warranty
trucks with roll down rear windows .
And for our customers that just don’t need
rear widow protection but want to be able to
carry lumber, pipe, or longer items.. Either way you
get a great looking unit that increases the performance of
your truck and adds knock-down drag-out looks.

Also availiable in
white powdercoat

Add some knock-down, drag-out looks to
your truck.
Highway
Products
hastheit!
■ If you have
a background image/color,
it must occupy
whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com
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Low Side and High Side Toolboxes
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Low side and High side boxes
add storage to your truck with
out sacrificing a lot of bed space.

These boxes work
well when you don’t need a service body but you still have a fair
amount of tools or supplies to
carry. The low side model comes
with a lift out tray that can be carried to the job with its contents
for easy and fast service. Low side
boxes are very efficient when it comes to
storage space because you can fill them
to the top. This allows you to carry more
items per square foot of space than the high
side boxes. Skill saws fit nicely in the low
side boxes and are about the largest tool
you can carry. They are also lower than the
high side boxes giving you better view out
of the back window. This is one of the most
common complaints of the high side boxes.
However, the high side boxes have a larger
capacity so you can carry larger tools. You
also get a light duty work bench when you
open the door of the high side box. They are
both built to withstand tough punishment and
both are very water resistant.

Below picture shows the advantage of Highway Products low
entry, tapered lid design. This
truck has a six inch lift kit and
Chuck (6 foot) is still able to
easily see into the box.

Lifetime
Warranty

Add a couple extra
trays for even
more organization.

• Rugged 1/8” thick aluminum construction.
• Heavy gauge Stainless Steel piano hinges
• Stainless Steel T-handle Locks
• Lift out trays
• Lifetime warranty

High Side
Tool Boxes
■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
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Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)
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5th Wheel Boxes for Serious RV’ers
& those pulling Horse trailers
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Trailer Life Magazine said, “It’s really refreshing to
find a product so well designed and carefully made
in the U.S.A.”

Back in 1980 Highway Products
had a customer stop buy with his
very nicely built tool box he had
made just for pulling his 5th wheel
trailer.
He built it the same height as the
side rails of his pickup so his trailer
would not bump into it in sharp
turns and he made it as big as he
could so he could get as much stuff
out of his 5th wheel trailer as possible. The only problem was it was
falling apart from the elements. It
was made of plywood.
He asked us if we would duplicate
his box in light weight aluminum.
So we did and he was so happy
with it that we added it to our line of
products.
A few years later we added another box that one of our customers
asked for. We called it the “Partner” box. It takes advantage of the
space behind your fifth wheel.
The ladies just love it because
it is easy to get to and it will hold
a couple sets of golf clubs, chalk
blocks, and more.
Just like all our products, we build
them as if you were driving a semi
truck. Built to last with a Lifetime
Warranty.
Another feature you will love is our
trays. (5th wheel boxes only) They
lift out so you get easy access to
your cargo and you can take your
tools with you. Most tool boxes
don’t come with trays and if they do,
they’re plastic.
There’s more to see on our web
site. Take a look!

Order an extra
tray for your
hobby parts

Lifetime
Warranty

• Heavy gauge 1/8” marine grade
aluminum construction
• Rugged full length piano hinge
• Semi truck style Stainless Steel
T-handle locks
• Aluminum (lift-out) tray
• Lifetime Warranty

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com
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The Roller Coaster 2000-XT
™
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As seen in Utility Products, Rural Electric,
Electrical Contractor, and Trucks for Construction Pros magazines.

Sliding Cargo Tray for pickups,
vans, and ....

Lifetime
Warranty

•Heavy Gauge 1/8” thick all aluminum tray
• 10 gauge Galvanized Tee-Bone™ Track
System
• Stab Lock ™ locking system
• Rated to handle 2,000 pounds!
• Lifetime Warranty
Crawling into the back of a truck used to be a pain
in the you know what! Not any more. The Highway
Products Roller Coaster™ will give you a thrill every
time you use it.
This is not a toy that you put a bag of groceries on
and call it good. The Roller Coaster ™ is ready to go
to work when you get it. We rated this unit at 2000
pounds but if that’s not enough we have the Roller
Coaster™ 4000 - XT that will probably handle more
than your truck.
Our Stab-Lock™ safety system slams into a locking
position every 10 inches unless you have your hand on
the lock handle and it glides over eight sealed roller
bearings rated at 2000 pounds each. (16 rollers on our
4000# unit) The all aluminum tray will not rust, never
needs paint, and there’s no plywood to rot.

2000-pound capacity!
Each unit is inspected and weight tested before shipping.
Installation takes about an hour because you will be bolting to your bed. So you will
need a drill and a couple wrenches. A friend is also pretty handy to lift it in place and
help tighten the bolts. After that you are good to go.

Installation: as easy as 1, 2, 3.

1

2

The Roller Coaster ™ is delivered in a
wooden crate.

Liz (above-right) uses our Roller Coaster™ to go to
town for supplies every week. She says, “I think everyone with a pickup truck should have one of these.
They are awesome!”

Position and center the tray in your
truck bed.

3
Drill 3/8” holes and
bolt down.

Steve (below) is an Electrical Contractor. Listen to what Steve says. “You should
have seen the back of my truck before I bought the Highway Products Roller
Coaster XT 2000™. Now I have access to all my wire and tools. Some of the
things I carry are heavy and my back ain’t what it used to be. Plus, I can even
find things now. It’s great!”
Holds a 4x8 sheet of plywood

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
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Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)
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Lockup Boxes

Turn the back of your SUV into a secure storBLEED
age vault.
SAFE ZONE
TRIM
• Heavy gauge 1/8” thick marine
grade aluminum

construction.

• Rugged stainless steel T-handle locks.
• Ball bearing drawer slides rated at 300 pounds.
• Lifetime warranty.
Lifetime

Warranty

As seen in Police Marksman, Police, and
Law enforcement magazines.

W ith the high cost and quantity of enforcement products law enforcement officers
carry in todays world. Organization and
security are a major concern.

Your choice of dividers in one large
drawer or multiple drawers. (right)
shows dividers for
files in the middle
and storage on the
sides. What would
you put in your
Lockup Box?

This Custom Lockup Box (below) has locking side
compartments which can be pretty handy for items
you need to keep secured separately.

The Highway Products “Lockup” box gives
you an edge on these problems. The more
organized you get the faster response you
can give and the safer everyone will be.
Keep your firearms, ammunitions, raid gear,
and evidence secured and in the ready for
when you need it.
We can build these units to fit your problems. EMS use them for record storage,
and find them useful for medical supplies,
and defibrillators. Firefighters use them
for base stations, pre-plan files, hard hats,
radios, FBI- etc.etc.

We also install wood liners for
explosives. (shown below)

Availiable with or without carpet liner

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)
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The Pickup Pack

™
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Turn your pickup into a service body in a New York minute!

As seen in Equipment World, Federal Buyers Guide, Homeland Security Buyers Guide, Government Product News, Fleet Maintenance, Electrical Construction & Maintenance, Construction Distribution, Today’s
AC Refrigeration News, Plumbing & Heating Contractor News, Tools for the Trade and Remodeling.

I Don’t want a service body but I need storage!

Here’s a light weight solution. An aluminum

body that will give you tons of space and
lockup security that installs in a couple hours
that is easy on your pocketbook.
Service bodies require that you either take the
factory bed off or order the truck without a bed
and install the service body and paint it.

This adds $$$$$ and voids warranties.

Then when it’s time to upgrade your truck you
either pay someone to do the transfer which
leaves you with a truck to sell with no bed, or
you buy a new one and start all over.

Looks good, works
good, must be good.

With a Pickup Pack™ you can install it yourself with a drill and a couple wrenches. When
you upgrade to a newer truck simply transfer
the Pickup Pack™ to the new one. Drill a
couple holes - you’re done.

• Heavy gauge 1/8”
aluminum construction.
• Low access style
door design.
• Center hatch also
locks tailgate.
• Stainless Steel Tlocks.
•Lifetime warranty

Order it standard with a Gull Wing saddle box,
two low side tool boxes, a headache rack,
lumber/ ladder rack, and a center hatch that
when closed gives you weather resistant and
lockable storage in your pickup bed.
Don’t need a ladder rack? Order it the way you
want it. Add a Roller Coaster™ and everything in your bed slides out for easy pick’ens.
Lots of possibilities plus we’ll customize it fit
your needs.

Add the Roller Coaster XT 2000™ (above) to your
Pickup Pack™ and you will have more usable
space than you ever thought you could have. Plus
you get high speed organization.

What could be more versatile than that? We’ve
customized these units for utility companies,
law enforcement, D.O.T., electricians, plumbers, surveyors, etc. etc.
Shipped in a crate, the Pickup Pack™ comes
pre assembled so all you have to do is set it
on and bolt it down. We do it in two hours here
so give yourself 3-4 hours and away you go.

Lifetime
Warranty
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Headache rack

Low side tool
■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the
whole
boxes
■
Texts
must
be
typed
within
this
box
(Safe
Zone)
We make models to fit all trucks and we will customize these units to fit your needs.

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com

Surveyor Pack

™

Cutting edge equipment
storage!
BLEED

As seen at SEMA (Society of Engineers and Manufactures Association) at the Las Vegas convention center, Professional Surveyor, & Point of Beginning (POB) magazines.

SAFE ZONE
TRIM

Here it is! One of our local
Surveyors, Neathamer Surveying, Inc. took one look at our
Pickup Pack™ and asked us to customize it just for them.
So, we called it the Surveyor Pack™. John, from Neathamer
Surveying, Inc. said, “I like this unit hands down over the camper shell we had
before. All my tools are right at my finger tips”. Neathamer now has four of these
units.

Having problems getting organized? Don’t think you’re the
only one. Highway Products has a first class solution for getting your expensive
surveying equipment organized and secure that’s been used by our local surveyors for years. Now, it’s available to you!

Dome style hatch-back
Gull Wing■Saddle
rack it must occupy
If youbox
have a Removable
background ladder
image/color,
the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

See our
Web site
for more
info

Lifetime
Warranty

www.highwayproducts.com
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Strongback Flatbeds
™
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Lightweight!

As seen at SEMA (Specialty Equipment Market Association) at the Las Vegas convention center,
Trailer Body Builder, Light Truck & SUV, Restyling, Equipment Today, Trucking Times, & Rodeo
magazine.

Lifetime
Warranty

Above is “Flying U Rodeo” Reno Rosser’s
2008 Dodge truck with the Strongback™
Flatbed

Rodeo
Tough!
Lot’s of options to
go with these flatbeds plus custom
units being built
daily.

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
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Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)
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A Better Machine
Adds up to a A Better Choice!
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Aluminum flatbeds stay looking good, require no
paint, save fuel, give your vehicle a higher resale
value, and allow you to haul a bigger payload
because of the lighter weight.
Highway Products can add tons of options
and even install you flatbed. Need one
shipped to your location? Ask about our
shipping rates. They are great!

Contractor Bodies w/ Racks
Need hitches, winches,
racks, tool boxes, extra
fuel, air ride, stake sides,
drawer, or ......
Call and ask for a quote.
Fire truck Brush Units

Custom Horse Hauler

Single Wheel Units

Visit us
on our
website

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within
this box
(Safe Zone)
Tire Hauler
Flatbed

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com
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Need options?
BLEED
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Highway Products knows that options are what fine tune a truck to work hard and smart for you . Every industry has different types of tools and cargo necessary to complete the job efficiently. Think out
your flatbed before you purchase. What options can I add that will pay me back every time I use my
truck?

Welded rope & eye hooks
Toolboxes w/ drawers

Custom (in bed) hose box
Cabguard mounted fast fill - filler neck

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (SafeAir
Zone)
Bottle holder in toolbox
ride
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Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)
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If you don’t see the options you want, don’t hesitate to ask. If we don’t already have it we should and will do out best to get it or make it.
BLEED
SAFE ZONE
TRIM

Fire hose compartment
Custom sizes

Toolbox w/ drawers

Winches & pintle hooks

5th wheel & ball hitches

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com
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Silverback
BLEED
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™

Aluminum Service Bodies

Wish you had a service body that didn’t leak, rust, or weigh as much as
your truck? Your wish is our command. Highway Products has it! Not
only do we have it but we give you a Lifetime Warranty to go with it!

Every unit goes through
our 18 step inspection before it leaves our factory.

We build our service bodies with the
same heavy guage marine grade aluminum we build our aluminum boats
with. Yep. we build aluminum boats
too.

Lifetime
Warranty
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We use the same hinge,
locks, and fasteners we use
to build our semi truck underbody boxes. That’s tough.
■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com

Airplanes are not made of steel for a reason.

BLEED They
ZONEfly past
air,SAFE
but they
TRIM

would be to heavy to fly. Our Silverback™ aluminum service bodies may not fly in the
gas stations every day! Saving you time and lots of money. This makes good business sense in today’s
world.

You will start saving money the first day you own a Highway Products Silverback
aluminum service body.
(Left) picture is an
aluminum basket. It
works great for PVC
fittings, shovels,
hammers, stakes,
and can be ordered with a locking lid. One of
many options
we offer.

TM

A thought: Because of the
weight difference between steel
and aluminum, you can carry
as much or more equipment
in a smaller truck. Instead of
a one ton truck, maybe a 3/4
ton will do.
The savings on the truck
purchase will pay for the
extra cost of the aluminum
service body. Just a
thought.

new!
Highway Products is a drop-ship approved facility. This means you can
order a new truck and have it drop-shipped here from the factory. We can
then install your bed for you or we will ship these units to your installer.
■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
Don’t forget, we can add extra shelves, drawers, lights, trays, air ride, extra fuel, baskets, custom paint, hitches, or meet your custom specs.
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Need options for your service body?
BLEED
SAFE ZONE
TRIM

Get the most out of your aluminum service body by ordering it to fit your
lifestyle. The payback will be made every time you use it.

Highway Products can add lumber racks, extra storage boxes, drawers, shelves, top-side boxes, tie-down
hooks, hitches, interior and exterior lights, fuel tanks, our Roller Coaster™, or just about anything you want.

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
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Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)
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Aluminum Diesel Fuel Transfer Tanks
BLEED
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Need to carry some diesel? Highway Products has the tank to fit
your situation. If we don’t, we’ll make one that does. Just for you!

new!

Transfer tanks are
also available
in white powder
coat flat finish.
Lifetime
Warranty

Made from heavy gauge 1/8th inch aluminum diamond
plate, this unit is 100% heli-arc welded by our best welders who have to pass our 100% penetration test. Every unit is then leak tested before it leaves our factory.
Two structural baffles keep fuel from sloshing and add
extra support to the center of your tank.
Each tank comes with three filler necks. Put the pump in
the middle and fill from either side, or...
(Left) To go along with your new transfer tank we offer
12volt aluminum GPI pumps with a whopping 15 gallons
per minute transfer. They come standard with auto shut■ If you have a background image/color,
it must occupy the whole
offthis
feature.
■ Texts must be typed within
box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com
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ATV Trailers

BLEED
SAFE ZONE
TRIM
Highway
Products

builds trailers to fit your needs. We can also build parts for your trailer that are
hard for you to build without the right machinery like we have.
This nice rock crawler trailer (below) was built by a customer.
We built the box.

Lifetime
Warranty

New!

Infinity™Time Capsules

Want a piece of immortality? Looking for a fund raiser for your kids school, church, or ..... How about
that family reunion coming up? Got a new library or business? A time capsule would add icing to the
cake at a dedication ceremony.

Time capsules can add a lot of
fun to any occasion and raise
money too!
We can make it pretty easy for you to do
this. You come up with the occasion and ask
everyone to donate items, letters, pictures,
baby shoes, etc. We build the Infinity™ time
capsule to fit.
Fund-raisers can ask for money donations
and in return they get to put something in
the Infinity™ time capsule.
■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
Our web site has more info on■this.
Take
a be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
Texts
must
look!
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The Highwayman ™
RV and trailer tow body

See our
Website
for more
info

BLEED
SAFE ZONE
As seen in Trailer Life, Highways, Todays’s RVs, Heavy DutyTRIM
Trucking, and

Diesel Power magizines

The Ultimate RV Towing Machine!
Over 70
cubic feet
of storate

100%
marine grade
Aluminum

You choose the truck. We’ll build the bed.
Any truck you like. Beyond it’s sharp looks, the Highwayman™ is built with the finest quality materials you can get. For
starters the body is 100% heavy gauge, 1/8” marine grade
aluminum. The oversized stainless steel hinges and locks are
the same ones we use on our semi-truck toolboxes.
Let’s talk about storage. After all, that’s one of the main reasons to add a tow body to your truck. Our stand alone 70+
cubic feet of storage is more than any tow body made. This
feature by itself makes this unit absolutely outstanding.

One of the things we do you won’t see is underneath the
truck. We take a solid 1/2” steel plate and bolt it to your
truck frame before we install the bed. We then have a
super tough place to bolt your 5th wheel hitch to. By far the
strongest hitch system on the planet. No skimping. You are
spending your hard earned money on a truck that will pull
your 5th wheel trailer where ever you want to go. We make
the best tow body you can buy and you can feel secure
with your purchase.
Take a look at our web site. There’s more pictures and
information for you to see that we just don’t have space for
here.

™
5 year
Warranty

™
■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com
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Underbody Boxes for Light, Medium, & Semi Trucks
BLEED
SAFE ZONE
TRIM

The original Highway

Box

™

with the industry’s only no-sag doors.

As seen in Fleet Owners • Go West • Through the Gears • RPM • Trucking Times magazines

• Heavy Gauge 1/8 inch thick alumi-

num construction on shell and doors
- Standard

• Marine grade aluminum - Standard
• Non-sag doors - Standard
• Over-sized stainless steel hinges -

screwed on - no rivets.- Standard

• Gussets - all corners - Standard
• 5 year warranty - Standard

This classic Double Door Highway Box™
was spec-ed out with mirror finish stainless
steel doors.

Trailer dealers use Highway Boxes as selling
points.

Highway Products legendary underbody boxes
are known in the industry as being the toughest you can get. With the only 5 year warranty
on the market we have to build them right or
we will be replacing or repairing them.
The Highway Products brand may cost a few
dollars more but these are dollars well spent
when other brands fail after six months.

Remember, the purpose of
having boxes on your rig is to
secure your expensive items.
Don’t skimp there.
•
H

Single Door - Drop Open
Underbody Box
Double Door - Side Open
Underbody Box
Ask your dealer to put
only Highway Products
boxes on your rig. We’ll

•
•

D

W

•

Single Door - Side Open
Underbody Box

make sure he gets
them. On time.

5 year
Warranty

Our Rainmaster™ tool boxes. The most
■ If youwater
havetight
a background
image/color,
boxes on the
planet. it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)
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Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

www.highwayproducts.com

Our boxes are tighter!

™

That’s our slogan and we’re sticking to it!

BLEED
SAFE ZONE
TRIM

“When I first got started, the CB radio was the Internet”, says Gene Gros, owner &
president of Highway Products. “If you had a good product or service for trucks, the
word got around by microphone. That little gadget could make or break you.”
Underbody tool boxes are often overlooked when ordering trucks and trailers. They all have similar
looks on the outside and seem very simple. Better take a good look before your next purchase. There
is a lot of junk out there. Unless you take it upon yourself to look inside and out, you could be getting
stiffed.
Highway Products has been building products for trucks since 1980. We’ve made plenty of mistakes in
our time and have paid our dues on the products we’ve made. But mistakes is how you learn and that’s
why we can offer better warranties than anyone else today. You can’t build junk when you guarantee
your products the way we do. Tell your dealer you want Highway Products. We’ll take care of the rest.

Wings
See our website

Tire Chain
Hangers

new!

Top Lid Tool Boxes

5 year
Warranty

Step Tool Boxes

Custom Cab guards

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

Drom Style Cab
guards with
Deck or Tool Boxes

www.highwayproducts.com
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Having problems getting custom products?

BLEED
SAFE ZONE
TRIM

Our capabilities are bound only by your specification!

It’s as easy
as
1-2-3
to order a
custom 1. Our friendly Sales
product. Staff takes your specs.

2. Our engineering
department produces
prints for your OK.

3. Our custom fabrication department builds
your products.

Highway Products manufactures many standard lines of products but we know our
customers needs are not always standard. So we make’em the way you want’em.
You won’t find better custom made products anywhere.
Proudly made in
America

Keep an eye out for the Highway Products name tag. You’ll see it on semi
trucks, medium duty trucks, pickups, ATV’s, police vehicles, fire trucks, surveying trucks, gas & electric utility trucks, RV’s and used by FBI, DOT, US Government, Military, construction equipment, OEM’s, and many more.
Note: Highway Products is always coming out with new products and improving on the products we
have. To keep up with our newest additions please refer to our web site and sign up for the updates.

Lifetime Warranty!

■ If you have a background image/color, it must occupy the whole
■ Texts must be typed within this box (Safe Zone)

Call 1 800 TOOLBOX ( 1 800 866 5269)

Thanks

www.highwayproducts.com

